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Our quarterly newsletter keeps you updated on the latest innovation
and happenings at Rajant and in the industries we serve.

Rajant Kinetic Mesh® Radio Kit for Boston
Dynamics Enabling Continuous Mobile M2M
Connectivity Anywhere
Autonomous systems and robotics are becoming operational necessities. Robots, like
Boston Dynamics’ Spot, are being used more and more for working in environments
that might not be suitable for humans. To keep Spot going anywhere, any time, and
under any condition, Rajant enables continuous on-the-move connectivity for machine-
to-machine (M2M) communications.

Find Out More

https://rajant.com/rajant-kinetic-mesh-radio-kit-for-boston-dynamics/
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Acubis Technologies Delivers Australia’s First
Rajant Peregrine & Hawk Utilities and Mining
Solution
A government-owned utilities provider in southwest Queensland Stanwell was battling
the ever-evolving data and application requirements of their operational technology
(OT) network. This OT network supports an array of site-wide systems and devices.
They include CCTV, access control, environmental systems (noise blast and vibration),
in-vehicle fleet management, fatigue management, digital fire alarm systems,
manufacturing executing systems (MES), mining operational data warehouse, and
industrial IoT edge devices.

Read More

https://rajant.com/rajant-and-acubis-technologies-announce-successful-fe1-peregrine-and-hawk-deployments-for-stanwells-meandu-mine
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Rajant Peregrine LTE BreadCrumb® Wins Big for
Safety & Security  
Rajant is pleased to announced that the Rajant Peregrine LTE BreadCrumb® received
the Government Security Award for Intelligent Communications. Each year, Security
Today Magazine presents The Government Security Awards, which are now simply
known as The Govies, for outstanding government security products.

Learn More

A Few Words from Our Channel and Strategic
Partners 
Rajant values our channel and strategic partners. Hear from Acubis, Baycomm, Easy
Aerial, EMCOM, Si-Tech Hawaii, and Tridon on why the feeling is mutual. While you

https://rajant.com/rajant-named-a-winner-of-security-todays-2022-govies/
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Gizzy O'Toole
Event Marketing Director

Where did you work before Rajant?
Prior to Rajant, my career was almost exclusively in the
music industry. Working for musical instrument
manufacturers and brands, including Hohner Harmonicas
and Accordions, Sonor Drums, Ibanez Guitars, Tama
Drums, and Hercules Stands.

What attracted you to Rajant?
The challenge and excitement of entering a new industry
brought me to Rajant. To continue to help and create a
connection with people just in a different way is impactful.
Plus, the opportunity to be part of a thriving work culture is
difficult to find and could not be passed up!

are on YouTube, please be sure to click the "Subscribe" button to be alerted of future
Rajant videos.

Watch Now

2022 Partner Summit
The 2022 Rajant Partner Summit was recently held at the Rancho de los Caballeros in
Wickenburg, Arizona. The summit included educational sessions, a technology
showcase, various networking opportunities, and a charity golf tournament to support
veterans. Wonderful to be together, and we welcome everyone to join us next year
from around the world.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9gatq7wzXpc
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Connect with Gizzy at
gotoole@rajant.com

What do you do at Rajant? 
As a member of the marketing team, there are no typical days, but my weeks are mainly comprised
of preparing for and putting on a variety of trade shows and events for our diverse markets in
collaboration with sales, our partner network, and the rest of the marketing team. From there, it is a
mix of organizing event timelines, show paperwork, graphics, content creation, and arranging staff,
gear, booth, and promotional logistics for our external and internal events and activities.
Continuously, I build and maintain a network of vendors, brand partners, industry connections, and
non-industry contacts. Then finally, securing sponsorship activities that enhance our presence to
form an experience that best amplifies our brand, educates new prospects, and ultimately drives
leads is my focus.

What do you like most about your job?
My job is all about connecting with people so getting to work with colleagues from all over the world
with diverse backgrounds is always exciting. That and it helps being surrounded by really smart
people like scientists, engineers, and creatives. It is that core factor that motivates me to bring my
best to the table every day for the team.

What do you like to do when you are not working?
You will find me most often camping with my wife and two kids, at the beach (in spite of my Irishness),
fixing up our house, playing some chess, guitar, or some other instrument. If I’m not in one of those
places, I’m probably thrifting for records or antique gems and cutting deals. Also, aviation, road trips,
octopuses and books are really cool.

What is the best advice you’ve ever heard?
Attitude is a little thing that makes a big difference.

REGISTER NOW

 

WHAT: Queensland Mining & Engineering Exhibition 2022
WHEN: July 19-21, 2022
WHERE: Mackay, Australia
WITH: Acubis Technologies and Madison Technologies

mailto:lgyuris@rajant.com
https://www.queenslandminingexpo.com.au/en-gb/visit.html





